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NEWS and VIEWS  

ACER Conference on Indigenous Education 
The Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER) held its annual research conference in Darwin in 
August. The theme for this year’s conference was “Indigenous Education”. The conference was structured 
around four keynote addresses and three workshop sessions with up to five options in each. The following 
are links to the keynote speeches. 
 
Professor Jeannie Herbert, Charles Sturt University Educational Success: A sustainable outcome for all 
Indigenous students when teachers understand where the learning journey begins. 
 
Professor Lester-Irabinna Rigney, Flinders University Creating Indigenous Classrooms of Tomorrow Today: 
What children will need to know and how to create it? 
 
Professor Jonathon Carapetis, Menzies School of Health Research and Professor Sven Silburn, Menzies 
School of Health Research Key factors influencing educational outcomes for Indigenous students and their 
implications for planning and practice in the NT 
 
Professor Lorna Williams, University of Victoria BC, Canada Indigenous Education: Finding face, making 
space, having place 
 
The conference website is at http://www.acer.edu.au/conference. 
 
The irony of the presence of the Endeavour replica, tied up on the adjacent wharf, was not missed by at least 
a few participants. 
 
Indigenous Science Network on LinkedIn 
As I mentioned in the last issue, I want to extend the range of the Network to include social media. I’ve 
started this process by setting up an Indigenous Science Network group on LinkedIn. Once I see how this 
works I’ll consider trying it out on other social media sites. 
 
News items will be released as they occur on the LinkedIn site and then reported in the regular Bulletin. 
LinkedIn also allows for discussion of issues. 
 
Michael Michie 

 

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~mmichie/network.html
mailto:mmichie@ozemail.com.au
http://www.acer.edu.au/conference/2011/keynote-address-11
http://www.acer.edu.au/conference/2011/keynote-address-11
http://www.acer.edu.au/conference/2011/keynote-address-21
http://www.acer.edu.au/conference/2011/keynote-address-21
http://www.acer.edu.au/conference/2011/keynote-address-31
http://www.acer.edu.au/conference/2011/keynote-address-31
http://www.acer.edu.au/conference/2011/keynote-address-41
http://www.acer.edu.au/conference/2011/keynote-address-41
http://www.acer.edu.au/conference
mailto:mmichie@ozemail.com.au
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INDIGENOUS ASTRONOMY 

 “When the Giant Fish leaves the sky it is time to travel” a reconstruction 
This is the abstract for a presentation by Alex Cherney and John Morieson at the European Society for 
Astronomy in Culture conference held in Portugal in September. It can be viewed at: 
http://vimeo.com/28620183 
password:evora 
 
Abstract: When the Boorong clan in south-eastern Australia saw Otchocut the giant fish set with the sun 
they knew that the cod in Mille, the big river to the north, had spawned and it was a good time to visit their 
cousins who lived there to feast on the cod. By now the spring snowmelt had made the river rise and the 
onset of summer had made the water temperature compatible with successful hatching and a message would 
have come to invite the families to visit their relations. Thus the Boorong clan would walk northwards to the 
river, at night to avoid the increasing heat of the day. As they travelled they noted the progression of totemic 
creator beings from east to west and there would have been great joy at each heliacal rising from those who 
bore the name of the constellation about to appear. Like their cousins on the river, Boorong marriage law 
required exogamy, marrying out, so this visit would consolidate such arrangements and also provide an 
opportunity for gossip for both men and women, competitive pastimes like spear throwing for the warriors 
and at night-time, the young men would vie with each other at dance, showing off their spectacular 
techniques. The Boorong might stay for several weeks especially if there was ceremony to take place, such 
as first initiation for boys or girls. By now the full heat of summer was upon them so on their journey home 
to proceed at night was the only option. If the northern sky was a progression from east to west, the southern 
sky was a revolving scene where all the named ancestral heroes were visible for all the time, but sometimes 
hidden in the treetops. Bunya the possum was very evident at the top of the Southern Cross and every 
woman’s totem, Yerredetkurrk, the owlet nightjar, is directly opposite in what we call Achernar. Halfway 
between the two is south so all the Boorong had to do was to keep in line with the halfway point and in three 
to four days they would be home.  
 
This paper will be presented using Stellarium software. In 2010 Alex Cherney, a software programmer and 
amateur astronomer and John Morieson, a cultural historian who is the chief researcher of the astronomy of 
the Boorong, decided to put this astronomy into the Stellarium mode. With a small financial grant and some 
help from skilled designers they completed the task. Both John and Alex are keen to see the astronomy of 
the Boorong live again by bringing this wonderful gift from the New World back to the Old. 
 
References:   
Cherney, Alex. 2010. http://www.terrastro.com/boorong  
Morieson, John. 2010. http://www.johnmorieson.com  
 
Alex Cherney  alex@cher.id.au                John Morieson  starman@vtown.com.au  
 
(I had a message from John that the presentation went well and was liked by the participants.) 
 
Australian Aboriginal Astronomy blog 
http://aboriginalastronomy.blogspot.com/ 
 
Here is a list of blogs since the last issue of this Bulletin. 
 
20 Sept: 'Visions of Space' Exhibition on Aboriginal Astronomy 
7 Sept: Books on Aboriginal Astronomy (Part I - Emu Dreaming) 
31 Aug: Solar Eclipses (Part II) 
24 Aug: Solar Eclipses (Part I) 
17 Aug: Vacation Scholarships in Aboriginal Astronomy 

http://vimeo.com/28620183
http://www.terrastro.com/boorong
http://www.johnmorieson.com/
mailto:alex@cher.id.au
mailto:starman@vtown.com.au
http://aboriginalastronomy.blogspot.com/
http://aboriginalastronomy.blogspot.com/2011/09/visions-of-space-exhibition-on.html
http://aboriginalastronomy.blogspot.com/2011/09/books-on-aboriginal-astronomy-part-i.html
http://aboriginalastronomy.blogspot.com/2011/08/solar-eclipses-part-ii.html
http://aboriginalastronomy.blogspot.com/2011/08/solar-eclipses-part-i.html
http://aboriginalastronomy.blogspot.com/2011/08/vacation-scholarships-in-aboriginal.html
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8 Aug: Adnyamathanha Night Skies (Part II) 
2 Aug: Adnyamathanha Night Skies (Part I) 
 
National Project on Aboriginal Astronomy 
 
Dr Ragbir Bhathal is conducting a national project on Aboriginal astronomy with a group of first Australians. 
The project includes investigating archival materials, interviews with Aboriginal communities, landscapes, 
sites, paintings, etc. 
 
Books: Dr Ragbir Bhathal has published the following books on Aboriginal astronomy. The publisher notes 
that both books are out of stock at the moment. A third edition of Aboriginal Astronomy is in the process of 
being written and it is hoped to publish it in 2012. Both books were well received. 
 
Bhathal, R. Aboriginal Astronomy. 2010 (First edition) and 2011 (Second edition). ARI. 
According to Professor Michael McDaniel, Former Dean, Indigenous Education at the University of 
Western Sydney, “Dr Bhathal has cleverly drawn some interesting and illuminating narratives not only from 
Aboriginal people but from various collections. I congratulate Dr Bhathal for this work and the valuable 
contribution it will make to the greater appreciation of Aboriginal cosmological knowledge and wit that 
strongly recommend this book to readers” 
 
Bhathal, R. Selected documents in Aboriginal Astronomy. ARI. 2010. 
According to Dr John Davids, “This book is a valuable resource for scholars and others about the thoughts 
and ideas about the night sky as seen by the Aboriginal people that were collected by researchers before the 
1930s”. 
 
Paper: A paper on Aboriginal astronomical sites, landscapes and paintings was published by Dr Ragbir 
Bhathal and Terry Mason both from the University of Western Sydney in the international journal 
Astronomy & Geophysics. Terry Mason is a Senior Lecturer at the Badami Centre for Indigenous Education 
at the University of Western Sydney and is a descendant of the First Peoples of Australia. The paper picks 
out astronomical observations from the rich and complex Aboriginal cultures of Australia. 
 
Aboriginal Skies 
I have an article on Aboriginal Astronomy in the latest edition of Australasian Science. URL: 
http://www.australasianscience.com.au/article/issue-october-2011/aboriginal-skies.html 
 
Regards Paul Curnow 
Adelaide Planetarium 
 

 

RESOURCES 

Two way teaching and learning: Towards culturally reflective and relevant education 
Edited by Nola Purdie, Gina Milgate and Hannah Rachel Bell. Melbourne: ACER Press, 2011 
 
Within the Education Revolution lies another, thus far quieter revolution that attempts to raise the profile 
and status of First Peoples’ culture in this vital sector of the Australian cultural complex. 
 
Two Way Teaching and Learning addresses the coalface of this revolution where two cultures meet; in the 
classroom, the school, the community, and in both state and national education curricula. Contributors are 
mostly highly experienced Indigenous practitioners drawn from academia, the teaching profession and the 
community. They put the spotlight on policies and processes that serve to either facilitate an informed, 

http://aboriginalastronomy.blogspot.com/2011/08/adnyamathanha-night-skies-part-ii.html
http://aboriginalastronomy.blogspot.com/2011/08/adnyamathanha-night-skies-part-i.html
mailto:Ragbir%20Bhathal%20[R.Bhathal@uws.edu.au]
http://www.australasianscience.com.au/article/issue-october-2011/aboriginal-skies.html
mailto:Paul%20Curnow%20[starmanzone@adam.com.au]
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respectful relationship in education, or act to reinforce cultural inequity and inequality. Policy implications 
that can be liberating or devastating for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students in Australian school 
systems are exposed and explored with forensic care. Each practitioner articulates specific problems, and 
offers practical strategies that make a difference. (ACER website) 
 
https://shop.acer.edu.au/acer-shop/product/A5207BK 
 
Indigenous Australians in an Integrated NSW Science and History Curricula 
At Northern Beaches Christian School in Sydney, science teachers have been trying to integrate Science and 
History in Year 8. The Aboriginal Australia section in the Colonisation section has been quite a challenge, 
but I was delighted to discover David Unaipon. Not only was he a scientist and inventor, he is celebrated on 
the $50 note! He invented the handshears for shearing sheep and also drew sketches of a helicopter in 1914, 
16 years before it received a patent in 1930. 
 
Resources from the internet enabled the students to carry out the following task. 
 
 
 
Who was David Unaipon?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Where will you find a picture of him in everyday use? 
 
2.  Find out why his life is celebrated. 
 
In 1953 David Unaipon was awarded a Coronation Medal.  
 
3.  Write a letter to the Governor General explaining about his great achievements and why he should be 

awarded the Order of Australia posthumously. 
 
Extension:  
4.  How does the motion of a boomerang relate to that of a helicopter? 
 
Resources can be found at: 
http://www.awm.gov.au/exhibitions/forging/australians/unaipon.asp 
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/unaipon-david-8898 
http://www.rba.gov.au/banknotes/types/bio-unaipon.html 
 
 
 
 
Dr Alexandra Hugman,  
Science teacher,  
Northern Beaches Christian School, NSW.  
ahugman@nbcs.nsw.edu.au  
 
  

https://shop.acer.edu.au/acer-shop/product/A5207BK
http://www.awm.gov.au/exhibitions/forging/australians/unaipon.asp
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/unaipon-david-8898
http://www.rba.gov.au/banknotes/types/bio-unaipon.html
mailto:ahugman@nbcs.nsw.edu.au
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Terralingua and language diversity 
What is linguistic diversity, and why is it so important?  The current issue of Terralingua's E-Magazine, 
Langscape, "The Case for Linguistic Diversity", sheds light on these questions and illuminates them with 
new insights. This issue introduces our readers to one of Terralingua's innovative projects, the Index of 
Linguistic Diversity (ILD), and provides a comprehensive companion to the work of ILD developers David 
Harmon and Jonathan Loh. 
  

"If linguistic diversity is part and parcel of the diversity of life 
in nature and culture, then any loss in linguistic diversity is a  

loss in the vitality and resilience of the whole web of life." 
Luisa Maffi, from Introduction to Langscape 8. 

 
Click here to download Langscape Volume II, Issue 8 
 
Journal of Research in Science Teaching: Special issue on globalization in science 
education 
There are a number of papers in this issue of JRST which may be of interest to members of the network. 
Some of them are written by members. Here is a list of contributions. 
 

• Editorial: Globalization: Science Education from an International Perspective: Mei-Hung Chiu and 
Reinders Duit, p.553 

 
• The Globalization of Science Education: George E. DeBoer, p.567 

 
• Networks of Practice in Science Education Research: A Global Context: Sonya N. Martin and 

Christina Siry, p.592 
 

• Exploring lndian Secondary Teachers' 0rientations and Practice for Teaching Science in an Era of 
Reform: Vanashri Nargund-Joshi, Meredith A. Park Rogers, and Valarie L. Akerson, p.624 

 
• Globalizing Students Acting for the Common Good: Larry Bencze and Lyn Carter, p.648 

 
• Re-Conceptualization of Scientific Literacy in South Korea for the 21st Century: Kyunghee Choi, 

Hyunju Lee, Namsoo Shin, Sung-Won Kim, and Joseph Krajcik, p.670 
 

• Globalization of Science Education: Comment and a Commentary: Peter J, Fensham, p.698 
 

 

CONFERENCES 
National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Conference 
“Strong Start, Bright Future” 
Darwin, NT 
17-20 October 2011 
 
The 2011 National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Conference, Strong Start, Bright Future 
will be held in Darwin 17 -20 October 2011.  
 
This is a uniquely significant conference in the Australian education calendar.  
 

http://e2ma.net/go/7210726338/208680272/224812646/1405789/goto:http:/www.terralingua.org/linguisticdiversity/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/L_II_8.pdf
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Building on the success of five previous conferences, the 2011 conference theme – Strong Start, Bright 
Future – emphasises the importance of focusing on educational opportunities and outcomes from birth to 
employment. Education is life giving: self-management and self-empowerment can be achieved through 
education.  
 
Strong Start, Bright Future is a conference for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, students, 
carers and parents, as well as teachers, researchers, policy-makers and administrators. 
 
For more information visit www.natsiec2011.org. 
 
Knowledge/Culture/Social Change International Conference 
Centre for Cultural Change, University of Western Sydney 
Sydney 
7-9 November 2011 
 
The humanities and social sciences today struggle to come to terms with the explosion of knowledge in 
increasingly complex, diverse and networked societies. Which forms of knowledge work best for managing, 
challenging or engaging with rapid social change? Do new kinds of information play an increasing role in 
economic and social management? Do these changes raise questions about what ‘knowledge’ is, or is to 
become? What are the new rules for engagement between academic and other knowledge practices and 
institutions? 
 
This conference will bring together theorists and practitioners from a range of backgrounds and knowledge 
institutions to debate these questions in relation to a number of themes. 
http://www.uws.edu.au/centre_for_cultural_research/ccr/events_and_news/kcsc_conference  
 
1st International Conference of Ethnobotany 
Maputo, Mozambique 
23-25 November 2011 
 
The Scientific Council of Ethnobotany (COCIE) is an advisory organ of the government of Mozambique in 
the field of ethnobotany. Among its activities, this body encourages research and promotes the dissemination 
of scientific materials related to Ethnobotany. Based on the recommendations of the National Seminar on 
Ethnobotany held in November 2010 in Bilene, Mozambique, the COCIE decided to organize the First 
International Conference of Ethnobotany, which will take place from 23 to 25 November 2011, in Maputo 
city, capital of Mozambique. 
 
The Organizing Committee in consultation with the Scientific and Executive Committees, decided to change 
the date for submission of abstracts from 31 July to 15 October 2011. 
 
For more information visit http://www.cocie.co.mz/cocie/conference.htm 
 
Contemporary Approaches to Research in Mathematics, Science, Health and 
Environmental Education 
Deakin University - Melbourne Campus at Burwood 
24 – 25 November 2011 
Sponsored by the Centre for Research in Educational Futures and Innovation in conjunction with the 
STEME Research Group 
 
The symposium will focus on practical and theoretical aspects of research methodology. It follows the 
highly successful symposia held annually from 1993 to 2005 and again in 2010, in which methodological 
techniques and issues – such as cross-cultural perspectives, activity theory, capturing complexity, classroom 
video analysis, quantitative methods, and interviewing – have been discussed in a lively, informal setting. 

http://www.natsiec2011.org/
http://www.uws.edu.au/centre_for_cultural_research/ccr/events_and_news/kcsc_conference
http://www.cocie.co.mz/cocie/conference.htm
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It is expected that academic researchers and higher degree research students will gain from the symposium. 
 
For further details see the symposium website at 
http://www.deakin.edu.au/arts-ed/efi/conferences/math-symposium2011/ 
 

 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS  

This is mostly a summary of upcoming conferences. More details may have been given in this or previous 
bulletins as shown. A web-based contact is usually included. Inclusion of conferences in this list is not to be 
read as an endorsement of the conference. 
 
2011 
 
October 2011 
17-20 October: National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Conference, “Strong Start, Bright 
Future”, Darwin, NT. (www.natsiec2011.org) (Oct11) 
 
November 2011  
7-9 November: Knowledge/Culture/Social Change International Conference, Centre for Cultural Change, 
University of Western Sydney, Sydney 
(http://www.uws.edu.au/centre_for_cultural_research/ccr/events_and_news/kcsc_conference) (Oct11) 
  
7-10 November: 4th Desert Knowledge Symposium and Business Exchange: Desert Australia: The national 
interest and global context, Alice Springs (http://www.desertknowledgesymposium.com/default.asp) (Aug11) 
 
15-17 November: Fourth International Conference on Science and Mathematics Education (CoSMEd) 
2011, Penang, Malaysia (http://www.recsam.edu.my/cosmed/index.html) (Feb11) 
 
23-25 November: 1st International Conference on Ethnobotany, Maputo, Mozambique 
http://www.cocie.co.mz/cocie/conference.htm (Oct11) 
 
24-25 November: Contemporary Approaches to Research in Mathematics, Science, Health and 
Environmental Education, Deakin University, Melbourne Campus at Burwood. 
(http://www.deakin.edu.au/arts-ed/efi/conferences/math-symposium2011/) (Oct11) 
 
December 2011 
7-10 December: 2nd INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POPULAR CULTURE AND EDUCATION, 
Centre for Popular Culture and Education, Hong Kong Institute of Education, Conference website: 
http://home.ied.edu.hk/~hkpop/conference2011.html (Feb11) 
 
2012 
 
February 2012 
12-15 February: Seventh International Conference on Science, Mathematics & Technology Education. 
Transformations through Science, Mathematics and Technology Education: Towards an Innovative and 
Sustainable Society. Muscat, Oman (http://smec.curtin.edu.au/conference.cfm) (Feb11) 
 
March 2012 
24-28 March: National Association for Research in Science Teaching (NARST) annual conference, 
Indianapolis IN, USA (http://narst.org/)  

http://www.deakin.edu.au/arts-ed/efi/conferences/math-symposium2011/
http://www.natsiec2011.org/
http://www.uws.edu.au/centre_for_cultural_research/ccr/events_and_news/kcsc_conference
http://www.desertknowledgesymposium.com/default.asp
http://www.recsam.edu.my/cosmed/index.html
http://www.cocie.co.mz/cocie/conference.htm
http://www.deakin.edu.au/arts-ed/efi/conferences/math-symposium2011/
http://home.ied.edu.hk/~hkpop/conference2011.html
http://home.ied.edu.hk/~hkpop/conference2011.html
http://smec.curtin.edu.au/conference.cfm
http://narst.org/
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April 2012 
13-17 April: American Educational Research Association (AERA) annual meeting, Vancouver, BC, Canada 
(http://www.aera.net/)  
 
May 2012 

17-19 May: 21st Symposium on Chemistry and Science Education, TU Dortmund University, Germany 
(http://www.chemiedidaktik.uni-bremen.de/symp2012/index.html.) (Aug11) 
 
June 2012 
28-30 June: ASERA 2012 – Australasian Science Education Research Association, University of the 
Sunshine Coast, Sippy Downs, Queensland. (http://asera.org.au/index.php/annualconf/2012annual-
conference) (Aug11) 
 
July 2012 
8-11 July: CONASTA 61 – Conference of the Australian Science Teachers Association, “Science: It’s 
critical”, Australian National University, Canberra. (www.conasta.edu.au).(Aug11) 
 
 

http://www.aera.net/
http://www.chemiedidaktik.uni-bremen.de/symp2012/index.html
http://asera.org.au/index.php/annualconf/2012annual-conference
http://asera.org.au/index.php/annualconf/2012annual-conference
http://www.conasta.edu.au/
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